POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji: December 13, 2018
Agrahayana 22, 2018

A power shutdown has been arranged on December 17, 2018 on 11 KV Salai feeder to carry out urgent maintenance work between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Paithona, Umbra, Salai – Quitla, Bhuryacho khuris, Ekoxim and Surrounding Areas.

Similarly, a power shutdown has been arranged on December 21, 2018 at 11 KV Sangolda feeder to carry urgent maintenance work between 9.00 to 1.00 p.m. The areas affected are Geen Hill, Shantadurga Temple, livrement waddo, Sangolda Morod, Mae de dues Church, Saibaba temple, Vadem, Kharrem, Ticlo Petrol Pump, Vetal Temple and Surrounding Areas.

And, a power shutdown has been also arranged on December 17, 2018 at 11 KV Chogum feeder to carry urgent maintenance work between 9.00 to 1.00 p.m. The areas affected are Hotel Navtara, Green Valley, Gautam Hotel, Siddharude Math, Sangolda, Amrekarnath Temple, Audit Bhavan, Navetim and Surrounding Areas.
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